
  Are you struggling to identify what legislation your 
    organisation needs to comply with?

  Are you concerned you don’t have the time or resource?

  Are you confused by the process and terminology?

  Do you need a Legal Register you can trust?

  Looking for a solution?

Simplifi Solutions have a created a brand new, online, quick, 
easy and accurate Legal Register to take the workload and 
headache away from managing your legal compliance, leaving 
you doing what you do best – Running your business!
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Simplifi A Register

Simplifi have used their 10 years’ experience in providing Legal compliance 
tools to the likes of BAE Systems, EDF Energy, Centrica, Aston Martin, 
Princes Foods and many others to create a quick and easy way for you to 
build your own Legal Register.

A Legal Register is vital for all business managers to ensure they are aware of 
and compliant with all HSE Legal Requirements.

Simplifi Solutions all new “Simplifi a Register” allows you to build a bespoke 
Legal Register in under 2 hours and depending on your organisation, this can 
be as little as 20 minutes.

Build Legal Registers for your customers: because of the unique way our 
Register builder and profiling tool works, if you are a consultant or are 
assigned to build Legal Registers for your clients, this is an ideal way of 
creating and managing Legal Registers for multiple clients.

Both Environmental and Health & Safety Legislation are provided.

Simplifi have built a successful business providing customers with daily 
updated Legislation. With over 10 years’ experience, our legislation update 
team, ensure our Legislation Library is kept up to date.
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Our simple Register builder asks you a number of questions which help our 
profiling wizard to select the correct relevant legislation for your Legal Register.
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Your Legal Register will contain simple, straightforward, plain english 
descriptions of each piece of legislation relevant to your business.  
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Why do I need a Legal Register?
UK Legislation is issued to make all owners, shareholders, stakeholders, managers, 
employers and employees of a company based and trading within the UK aware 
of their Legal obligations, therefore a Legal Register is as important to a sole 
proprietor as a major organisation, in fact it’s important to everyone who engages 
in business within the UK.

How much does Simplifi a Register cost?
£80 plus VAT for either an Environmental or Health & Safety Register or  
£150 plus VAT for a combined Register.

Can I print out my Legal Register?
Yes, in either PDF or Word format.

Will my details be stored?
Yes, but only so that subsequent Registers can be printed using your stored profile. 
Your details are securely held by Simplifi and are not shared with anyone.

How often will I be able to print a Register?
You will be able to print a Legal Register as often as you need.  
Each time you print your Legal Register, because your profile is stored within 
Simplifi, it will have automatically been updated with any relevant new or  
amended legislation.

Sign up online at www.simplifisolutions.co.uk 
or contact us to discuss further:  

Tel: 044 (0) 1524 510431 
E-mail: info@Simplifi-Solutions.co.uk
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Simplifi Solutions Ltd, Lancaster Environmental Centre 
Lancaster University, Lancaster LA1 4WA
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